Where to find information and certifications for LEED v4 & other Green building projects

GREEN PROGRAMS AND VOC REGULATED REFERENCE GUIDE:
Click here to download - An up-to-date Green programs and VOC reference guide

EQ CREDIT: INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY- LOW-EMITTING MATERIALS EMISSION THIRD-PARTY CERTIFICATES (CDPH V1.2-2017) CAN BE FOUND:
UL.COM/GG - Information on GREENGUARD Emissions testing.
UL.COM/SPOT - Emissions certificates can be reviewed here. Enter key word: Sherwin

MR CREDIT: ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCT DECLARATIONS (EPD) THIRD-PARTY CERTIFICATES CAN BE FOUND:
NSF.ORG - Scroll down the page to Sherwin-Williams
PAINTDOCS.COM - Search by product number in the Item# section: (i.e. B20W12651) look for EPD

MR CREDIT: BUILDING PRODUCT DISCLOSURE AND OPTIMIZATION - MATERIAL INGREDIENTS THIRD-PARTY CERTIFICATES CAN BE FOUND:
GREENGUARD.ORG
UL.COM/SPOT - Information on Product Lens
UL.COM/SPOT - Product Lens Certificates can be found here. Enter key word: Sherwin
PAINTDOCS.COM - Search by product number in the Item# section: (i.e. B20W12651) look for PLA

PILOT CREDIT: INTEGRATED ANALYSIS OF BUILDING MATERIALS THIRD-PARTY CERTIFICATES CAN BE FOUND:
PAINTDOCS.COM - Search by product number in the Item# section: (i.e. B20W12651) look for IABM

SAFETY DATA SHEETS/ENVIRONMENTAL DATA SHEETS/PRODUCT DATA SHEETS: CAN BE FOUND:
PAINTDOCS.COM - Search by product number in the Item# section: (i.e. B20W12651) look for SDS/EDS/PDS

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY(CSR) AND GLOBAL REPORTING INITIATIVE (GRI) REPORT:
CSR Report
GRI Report